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WALLl\:lAN’S TYPF ORDER COMPACTIFICATIONS n 1) 

By Young 800 Park 

O. Introduction. 

Nielsen and 810yer [7] has introduced the concepts of ideals of semi-conti

nuous ÎUIlctions, and showed the family of all maximal ideals in the semi-ring 

of all nonnegative lower semi-continuous functions on a TCspace X is a com

pactification of X under the 8tone topology. AIso, Brümmer [1] proved that 

this compactification of X is equivalent to WaIlman compactification of X. In 

[3], as a generalization of Wallman compactification, the ordered compactifi

cation wo(X) of an ordered topological space (X, ‘r , 드) with a semi-cIosed 

order is constructed. 

In this paper, by using the concepts of bi-ideals ([2]) , we construct an 

ordered compactification 9J?o(X) of an ordered topological space (X, Y , 드) 

with a semi-cIosed order. Moreover, we show that two ordered compactifica

tions ')J'o(X) and 1ν。(X) are order equivalent 0. e. they are iseomorphic). We 

note that these results reduce to the previous mentioned ones( [1] , [7]) in the 

case of a discrete order. 

Let (X, <) be a partiaIlty ordered set and A a subset of X. Then we write 

d(A)= {y드X: y드x for some xεA} ， i(A) = {yεX: x드y for some xE:A}. 

In particular, if A is a singleton, say {x}, then we write d(x) (resp. i(x)). 

A subset A of X is said to be decreasing(resp. increasz'tzg) if A=d(A) (resp. A 

=i(A)). The order is caIled discrete if x드y only when x= y. A map f from a 

partially ordered set X to a partialIy ordered set Y is said to be increasing 

(resp. decγeasing) if x드y in X implies f(x)드f(y) (resp. f(x)는f(y)) in Y. By 

an ordered topological space we mean a set X endowed with both a topology 

Y and a partial order드. For such an ordered topological space (X, Y , 되， 

let ít'= {UεÝ : U is increasing} , 

!?={UεY : U is decreasing}. 

Then ít' and !? are evidently topologies for X , which are called the zφWκ 

lower topologies respectively ([2], [8]). We say that an ordered topologicali 
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,space X is COIZVeX if X has a subbase consisting of the sets in sf' and W, or 
‘ equivalently, if every open set in X can be written as the intersection of 

,an open increasing set and an open decreasing set. The order is said to be 

μ:ppeγ (resp. lower) semi-closed if, given any xεX， i(x) (resp. d(x)) is closed. 

’ The order is semi-closed if it is both upper and lower semi-closed ([6]). 

1. Ordered compactifications of lower semi continuous functioIts. 

We recall that a function 1 from a topological space X into R is lower semi
,continuous if and only if for each rεR， 1-1 [(r, ∞)] is open in X , where R 

,denotes the set of real numbers equipped with the usual topology and order. 

JLet(X ’ ‘3'""', 드) be an ordered topological space and let 

Sf'(X) = ff : 1 is a lower semi-continuous function on X} , 

Sf'+(X) = {/'εSf'(X) : 1 is non-negative} , 

Sf't(X) = {fεSf'+ (X) : 1 is increasing} , 

Sf'd (X) = {f，εSf'+ (X) : 1 is decreasing}. 

Then Sf'+(X), Sf'i(X) and Sf'd(X) form semi-rings under the usual pointwise 

'operatlOns. 

REMARKS 1. 1. (1) U is an open increasing (resp. decreasing) set in an 

‘ordered topological space X if and only if its characteristic function Xu belongs 
to fz(X) (resp. gd(X)). 

(2) The idempotent set of Sf't(X) is equal to the family {Xu : UεW} of all 

'characteristic functions of open increasing sets, and dually. 

The following definition is due to Nielsen and Sloyer [7]. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. A proper subset 1 of Sf't (X) is called an ideal if it satis

fies the following three conditions: 

(1) If 1 and gε1， then f+gεI 

(2) If 1ε1 and gεSf'!(X) ， then gfεI 

(3) If l'εl. then there exists an idempotent g , g =;r!: l in Sf'\X) such that gf= 

1, where 1 is defined by l(x)=l for all xεX. ldeals in Sf'd(X) are defined 

‘ analogously. 

Let 1 be an ideal in Sf'\X) and let l'εSf'!(X) - 1. Then. the ideal generated 

by IU {f}, denoted by CI,f) is clearly the ideal {m+ll: mε1， 1εSf'Z(X) and 

.g(m十ll)=m十11 for some idempotent g( =;r!: 1) in εZ(X)} • 
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REMARKS 1. 3. (1) Let (x , Y) be a T 1-space. Then each point of X can be 
associated with a maximal ideal in L + (X) (i. e. the set of all non-negative 
lower semi-continuous functions on X) ([7]). But, this statement need not 

be true in an ordered topological space (X, ‘:r, 드) with a semi-closed order. 

For example, let X= [0, 1] be the unit interval equipped with the usual topol
,ogy and order. For each xεX， let lx= {/Iεεz(X) : f(x) =0} . Then Ix is an 

ideal of .:z'(X) , but not maximal for each xε [0, 1]. We also note that if the 
‘order on (X , Y， 드) is discrete , then L + (X) =.:zt(X). 

(2) The set {Z(f):}ε.:zt(X)} is precisely the set of all closed decreasing 
sets in X , and the set {Z(f):}ε.:zd(X)} is exactly the set of all closed 

increasing sets in X , where Z (f)= {xεX : l(x)=O}. 

(3) If 1 and g are elements of .:z+ (X) , then Z(I十g)=Z(f)nZ(g) and Z 

’(fg)=Z(I )UZ(g). 

The following definition is due to Canfell [2]. 

DEFINITION 1. 4. Let 1 and 1 be ideals in .:zt(X) and .:zd(X) respectively. 
The pair (1, J) is said to be a bz"-ideal in (.:zi(X) , .:zd(X)) if given iε1 and 

jε1， z(z") nZ(j) ~rþ. For given two bi-ideals (11, 11) and (12, 12) , we define 

.a relation (11.1 1)드(12.J강 if and only if 11드12 and 11득12， By maximal bi 
ideal in (.:zi(X) , .:zd(X)) we mean a bi-ideal not contained in any other bi

ideal under the above relation. 

REMARK 1. 5. We note, by Zorn' s lemma, that every bi-ideal is contained 
in a maxim꾀 bi-idea l. 

Let 9Jlo(X) denote the set of all maximal bi-ideals in (.:zi(X) , gd(X)). 

The proofs of following two lemmas are similar to those in [2] , we will 
.omit them. 

LEMMA 1. 6. Let (M, N)E ffJl0(X) and let 1，ε.:z\X). Then I1ε111 il and onl y 

illor giνe:z mεM and nEN, Z(f)nZ(m)nZ(n)갖rþ， a1Zd dμally lor N. 

LEMMA 1. 7. Let (M , N)ε9Jlo(X). The1Z the 101l0w Í1zg statements Jtold. (1) Let 

1 and f' be elements 01 .:z\X) and If'εM. Then either I1εM or l'εM， and 

.dually lor N. 

(2) Let I1ε￠(X) a%d gε.:zd(X). The1Z Ig=O im양lz'es ez't her I1εM or gεN. 
Define I d = {(M , N)ε없。(X) :1εM} for given 1드.:zt(X) ， and 

l= {(M， N)드9Jlo(X) : gεN} for given gε.:zd(X). 
Then {f

d :/，ε.:zt(X)} forms a base for the closed sets in 9Jln(X), since I d 

Uf' d 
= (11'/. Similarly. {gi: gεfd(X)} also forms a base -for the c1osed 
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sets in ~1(o(X). We denote the topologies in 없。(X) which have {f d: flε.εz 
(X)} and {￡ : gε2"d(X)} as hasis 1'espectively hy 없.2" and WìlV• Let wì be 

the sm긴IIest topology containing 웰.2" and WìlV• Define a 1'elation 드 on í]Jèo(X) 

as foIIows: (M, N)드(M'， N') if and only if Af극M’ and N드N' fo1' each (M, 

N) and (M' , N') in í]Jèo(X). Then 드 is obγiously a pa1'tiaI o1'de1' on Wìo(X) 

and (샌。(X) ， 없， 드) is an o1'dered topologicaI space. AIso it is immediate that 
fd and gí a1'e closed dec1'easing and inc1'easing sets in (9J1o(X) , :lJI, 드)， 1'espect

ively, Ìo1' given /<ε장(X) and gε2"d(X). Hence, we note that 9J1oCX) is a 

convex O1'de1'ed topologicaI space. 

LE:'vI\íA 1. 8. The C01tvex ordered topologz"cal space (Wìo(X) ,8]è, 드) is T1-com

pιct. 

PROOF. It is simiIar to those in [2J. 

The foIIowing definition is due to CanfeII [2J. 

DEFINITION 1. 9. Let (I, J) he a bi-ideaI in (2"í(X) , 2"d(X)). Then the hi

ideaI (I, J) is said to be fixed if the1'e exists a point pεX such that 강εn 

{Z(i), Z (j) : iEI and jεf} 

LEM.\lA 1. 10. Let (X,!T, 드) be an ordered tcpological s앙ace wz갱 a semz-

closed 07deγ• For each PEX, define .ii쩍 ={fε2"\X) : f(P)=O} a뼈 11검 ={gE 

2"d(X) : g(p)=O}. Then (λ양， λ챔) is a fixed ói-ideal μn'th a po z"nt p. 

PROOF. This is immediate f1'om the àefinition. 

PROPOSITION 1. 11. Let (X,!T, 드) be an ordeγed topological s양ace with α 

senzi-closed order. Then the fixed maximα1 bi-ideals in (2"i(X) , 2"d(X)) are 

prccisel) the pairs (11엉， M;) for pEX. M oreOVe7, these bz"-ideals are disti1ZCt 

for distinct POi1ZtS in X. 

PROOF. Let (M, N) be a fixed maximaI bi-ideaI with a point p in X. Then 

it is easy to see that (M, N)드(M;， M;). By Lemma 1. 10, (11:삼， li염) is a fixed 
b펴e긴1 ψith a point p. To show、w ma따원찌u녕센x처〈선ihInm1 

fq양슨1If갱; : then f(p)> 0. Since z-(P) is a ciGSed incl-easing set, X - i(P) is an open 

decrc2.sing set. By Rema1'ks 1. 1, χX -i(p)ε2"d(X). Suppose that Z(f) nz 
(χX-i(þ)) :F띠， say, XεZ(f) nz(xx -i(P))' It fo Ìlows that x중X-i(ψ) ， and hence 
P드x. hence f(P) =0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have z(f )n 

Z(XX -i(þ)) =ø. 
We a1so note that XX_κp) belongs to M~. Hence ((찍， f) , Mt) is not a bi-
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ideal. We can easily observe that a dua1 resu1t ho1ds for gεqd(X) and g종 
Af:. l'herefore (찍， M$) is a mxin1aI bi-idea1. Hence the fixed nm1;alU떠: 
i바dea려왜ls in (,27i(X) , 2:'d(X)) are precisely the pairs (.il강， M~) for pEX. Let p 

:;i:q in X. l'hen we may assume without of generality that q후ψ. Hence p$. 

z"(q). By Remarks 1. 1, XX-i(q)εgd(X)， and hence Xx-z(q)(q)=0. and χx-2씨 
(P) :;i: O. Hence XX-i(q)εM3， but Xx-i(q)종M;. It fo l1ows that (11강， 11.씩)~(M~， 
Af~). l'his completes the proof. 

PROPOSITION 1. 12. Let (X , ‘!T, <) be a conzpact 0γdered space witlz α se1yu-

closed order. Then eνery bi-ideal in (,27\X), ,27d(X)) Z"S fixed. 

PROOF. Let (1,]) be a bi-ideal in (,27í(X) , 2'd(X)). l'hen the family {Z 

(i) , Z (j): iε1， jEf} has the finite intersection property. By compacrness of 

X , the proposition immediately follows. 

REMARK 1. 13. From Propositions 1. 11 and 1. 12, we note that if an or c1ered 

topological space (X, Y , 드) is compact πith a semi-closed order, then every 

maximal bi-idea1 is of the form (M~， M~) for pεX. 

l'HEOREM 1. 14. Let (X ,'y, 드) be a convex ordered topological space with a 

seηzi-closed order. Then (X , Y , 드) Z"S iseomorphz.c to a dense subspace of (81(。

(X) , sm, 드). 

PROOF. Define a map e: (X , Y， 드)-→(원(X) ， sm，드) by e(p)=(찍，햄) for 
each pεX， l'hen, by Lemma 1.8, e is clear1y injective. Let p드q in X. l'hen 

11감극ilJ~ and 11영드.il쩍. Hence (li생， 11캡)드(J떠， 11앵)， that is, e(p)드e(q). Hence 

e is an increasing function. Let e(p)드e(q) in 없。(X)， and assume that þ$q. 

l'he그 쩔d(q). Hence XX-d(q)ε，27'(X) , χX-d(q)에 =1. anù XX-d(q)(q) =0. It 
fo l1ows that χX-d(q)εlM; and Xx-d(q)풍JI.다. Hence 21J~드11좌， which is a con

tradiction; therefore ψ드q. Hence e is an order isomorphism. 1'0 show that X 

is dense in 없。(X) ， it suffices to prove that if flε，27Z(X) and gε，27d(X)， then 

[Z(퍼T=fd in (m。(X)， mε) and [Z(g)J =￡ in (m。(X)， 돼í?()' w here - denotes -

closure in the given spaces respectively, because if f=g=O then 호=1낀。(X). 

Since Z(f)드fd and fd is 없f-closed， 즙깐}] 도fd. On the other hand, Euppose 
that f，d극Z(f) for some f'든，27'(X). l'hen Z (f') =Xnf，a’극Z(f). Let (값 ， N) 

εfd. l'hen flεM. Since Z(f')극Z(f)， by Lemma 1. 6, we have f'εM; hence 

(M， N)εf꺼 It follows that f，d극fd. Therefore 띠"(f꺼 =fd in (9Jlo(X) , smε). 

Finally, it is not difficult to show 9Jl 1 X = ‘:r. l'his comp1etes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 1. 15. Let (X, ‘r , 드) be a convex ordeγed topological space wzïk 

a semi-closed order. 11 (X , ‘r) z's compact, then (X , ‘r , 드) is iseomorphic to 

(Wco(X) , 없， 드). 

PROOF. It is immediate from Theorem 1. 14 and Remark 1. 13. 

REMARK 1. 16. If the given order on X in Theorem 1. 14 is discrete, then 

the theorem reduces to the main result of Nielsen and Sloyer [7]. 

2. Equivalence of the two ordered compactificatians ω。(X) and WCo(X) 

In [3] , we constructed the ordered compactification ω。(X) for a convex 

ordered topological space (X, ‘r , 드) with a semi-closed order. 1n this section, 

we investigate relationship between ω。(X) and W(o(X). 1n fact, it turns out 

that they are order equivalent. Throughout this section, we use the same 

notations and terminologies as those given in [3]. 

Let (X, Y , 드) be an ordered topological space with a semi-closed order. Let 

1 be an ideal in 2\X) and $ a closed filter in (X , í'/). We denote Z (I) = 

{Z(n : I1εI} and Z-l(‘중)= {/Iε2\X): Z(f)ε갖} . 

LE:'vf Z\JA 2. 1. Let (X , $, 드) be an ordeγed topological space wz"t h a semi-closed 

order. For any ideal 1 in 2\X) , let ‘종 be the lilter generated by Z (I), in 

symbols, $=.9'([Z(I)J). Then ‘종 is α closed I Uter in (X, í'/). 

PROOF. We show that Z (I) is a filter base for ‘장， consisting only of 

decreasing closed sets. Obviously, Z(f) is a decreasing closed set for each f 

EI. Let Z(f)εZ(I). Then it is easy to see that Z (f):r!=if;. If Z Cf) anù Z(g) 

belong to Z (I), then by Remark 1. 3, Z(nnZ(g)εZ(I). Hence Z (I) is a 

filter base for ‘종， that is, ‘깡 is a closed filter in(X, í'/). 

LEMìvIA 2.2. Let (X, ‘r , 드) be an ordered topologz'cal space wzïh a senzi-closeá 

order, and let ‘종 be a cl osed fz"lteγ ùz (X , í'/). Then Z-l(‘!Ø') z's an ideal Ùt 

2 1(X). Moreover ‘중 =.9'( [Z(Z-l(‘잦))J). 
PROOF. 1t is easy. 

REMARK 2.3. We note that Lemmas 2. 1 and 2.2 hold dually for 2 d 
(X) and. 

(X,2). 

By the lemmas and remark, we have the following two lemmas: 

LEMMA 2.4. Let (X ,Y , 드) be aη ordered topologz'cal space with a semi-closeá 

oγder， and let (l'vI, N) a maximal bi-z"deal ùz (2 í(X) , 2 d (X)). 11 ýf and ~ 
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are the lilteγs geneγated by the lamz'lies {Z(f): I'εM} and {Z(g): gεN}" 

respectively, that z.s, .!T =.9'(Z(M)) and ε= .9'(Z(N))， then(.!T, cs,) is a maxz"mal 

bz"-fz"l ter ùz x. 

LEMMA 2. 5. Let (X, Y , 드) be an ordered topological space μnïh a semi-closeá 

oγder. Let (3•, ε) be a maximal bi-jilter in X. Then (Z-l(‘쫓)， Z-l(ε)) z.s a 

maximal bi-ideal in (,2?i(X), ,2?d(X)). 

THEOREM 2.6. Let (X , ‘:7', 드) be a convex orde1’'ed topological space with a

semi-closed order. Then the1’e exists aη tseomo7Pkt3% @ : gR。(X)-→ω。(X) sμch 

that the commutativity relation φ。e=φ holds in the lollowing triangle: 
X 
‘

φ
-

e 
~IDlo(X) 
φ 

ω。(X)

PROOF. Define φ : l](o(X)-→ω。(X) by Ø( (M , N)) = (‘9' [Z(M)] , .9' [Z(N)]) for" 

any (M， N)ε9Jìo(X). Then this is well-defined by Lemma 2.4. Now, we 

shall show that @ is a required iseomOrphism- First1y, we show that @。e

=φ:Let xεx， and 1et Aε‘9' [d(x)]. Then d(x)드A. Since d(x)=Z(XX_d(X)'. 

we have XX-d(x) εzz(X)· . Hence Xx-d(x) εMX. Thus we havF Aε.9' [Z(M~)]. 
Conversely, let Aε.9' [Z(MD]. Then A극Z(f) for some 1ε.il감， and hence xε 

Z(f). Since Z(f) is a closed decre8.sing set, d(x)도Z(f) 도A. Hence Aε‘9' [d 

(x)]. Thus we have showed that .9' [d(x)] =.9' [Z(M~)] for each xEX. Similar
ly, we can show that .9' [i(x)] =.9' [Z(lI척)]. Thus we have (.9' [d(x)] , .9' [i(x)])= 

(.9' [Z(M~)] ， .9' [Z(M~)]) for each xεx. Hence (@。e)(x) =@ [e(x)] =@ [(ML 
M~)] = (.9' [Z(M;) ], .9' [Z(M~)]) = (.9' [d(x) J. .9' [i(x)]) =φ(x). Thus øoe= φ. 

Secondly, we show that @ is an order isomorphism : Let (M1, N1) and (M2’ 

N 2) be in 9Jìo(X) , and let Ø[(M1' N 1)]=Ø[(M2, N 2) ], that is, (.9' [Z(M1) ], 

.9' [Z(N1)] =(.9' [Z(M 2) ],.9' [Z(N 2)]. We can easily see that M1드Z-> (.9' [Z(M1)] 

and N1드Z-1(.9' [Z(N1)]). Since (M1, N 1) is a maximal bi-ideal, (M1, N 1)= 

(Z-l( .9' [Z(M 1)])' Z-l(.9' [Z(N 1)])). Similarly, we have (M 2' N 2) = (Z-l(.9' [Z 

(M2)]) , Z-l(.9' [Z(N2)])). It follows that (M1, N 1)=(M2, N 2). Hence ø is one 

to one. Let(.!T, cs，)εω。(X). Then by Lemma 2.5, (Z- ‘ (.!T), Z-ι (cs，) )El](o(X). 
Hence @ [(z-1(f), z一1(ε))] =(.9' [Z(Z-l(.!T))], .9' [Z(Z-l(cs,))] =(.!T, cs,) by 

Lemma 2. 2. Thus φ is onto. C1early @ is increasing- Let (M1, N1) and (M2’ 

N 2) be in 9J'Io(X) and let Ø(Ml' N1)드Ø(M2， N2) in ω。(X). Then it is easy to , 

show that (M1, N1)드 (M2,N 2). Therefore φ is an order isomorphism. 
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FinaI1y, we show that @ is a homeomorphism : For given fε2Z(X) ， Iet 

(M， N)εfd; then Z(f)ε.9' [Z(M)J. Hence (Þ [(M, N)J εz(fl. Thus we have 

청(f d) 드z(fl. Conversely, (3’, 찌든Z(fl. Then Z(f)εY or fEZ-1(y). 

Hence (Z-I(3’), Z-I(Q:))εfd， and therefore @[z-l(3η ， z-I(a;)J =(‘?, α)ε@ 
(fd). Thus Z(f)d드@(fd). Hence we have @(fd)=Z(f)d for given fε2\X). 

Dual1y, we have @(gi) =Z(g)z for given gε2d(X). Since 9Jèo(X) and ω。(X)
are convex ordered tombgica1 spaces, @ is dearIy a homeomorphism- Hence @ 

is an iseomorphism from 9Jèo(X) onto ω。(X). This completes the proof. 

REMARK 2. 7. If the given orJ.er on X in Theorm 2.6 is discrete, then this 

reduces to the main result of BrUmmer [lJ , that is, 없。(X) is the Wallman 

‘compactification of a T 1-space X. 
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